Monday. Recently reelected, Obama and Vice President Joe Biden have now officially begun their second term of office.

The public swearing-in ceremony for President Barack Obama drew a large audience to the Capitol building in Washington D.C. on Monday. Recently reelected, Obama and Vice President Joe Biden have now officially begun their second term of office.

McChesney, the third woman recruited into the FBI and former third-ranking executive, offered experiential advice on leadership in the second lecture of the Provost’s Distinguished Women’s Lecture series entitled “The Privilege to Serve: Leadership the FBI Way” on Tuesday.

McChesney said it takes a certain type of person to develop into an exceptional leader. “Two of the most important qualities of leadership deal with people and challenges,” he said.

Fair highlights service groups

Students hoping to reach out and address issues in the South Bend and surrounding areas will have the opportunity Wednesday, when the Center for Social Concerns (CSC) will host its annual Social Concerns Fair. The fair will provide students a chance for direct interface with local volunteer groups, said Annie Cahill Kelly, director of community partnerships and service learning at the CSC.

“This will provide students the opportunity to meet directly with local community organizations and student clubs that have a focus in the South Bend Community,” Kelly said. There will be 30 local non-profit organizations represented at the fair including the Center for the Homeless, Girl Scouts of Northern Indiana-Michiana and the Robinson Community Learning Center. Eleven student groups will also be present, including mentorship program Teamwork for Tomorrow, American Red Cross Club of Notre Dame and Circle K.

Kelly said the annual event has consistently brought in an impressive showing from the student body. “This will be the 14th fair that I have done and over the years it has been great,” Kelly said. “It’s great to see students who know they want to be involved in the community come through and make those connections.”

Michelle Peters, who works with community outreach at St. Joseph Regional Medical Center, said the variety of organizations

McChesney said: “A leader has to like people, to work with them, serve them, do things for them and genuinely enjoy their company.” However, McChesney said leaders cannot always expect the respect and friendliness to be returned. “As a leader you’re going to make decisions that people don’t like,” McChesney said. “You want people to respect you, and if they like you that’s a bonus.” Despite the hierarchical nature of the FBI, every member is required to be both a leader and a team player, she said.

The voice on the other end was University President Emeritus Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, and he wanted to advise Donnelly on health care reform, the senator’s communications director Elizabeth Shappell said in an email Tuesday. But Hesburgh didn’t tell Donnelly, a 1977 alumna and a 1981 graduate of the Law School, how to vote. “Fr. Ted simply told then-Congressman Donnelly to vote his conscience,” Shappell said.

see WASHINGTON PAGE 3

see editorial PAGE 4
QUESTION OF THE DAY:
If you could make any shadow puppet, what would it be?

Beatrice Brenner
sophomore
McGinn Hall
“Perfect circle.”

Delaney Pfister
sophomore
McGinn Hall
“Existentialism.”

DI Boyce
sophomore
O’Neill Hall
“Wacky waving inflatable arm flailing tube man.”

John Rieth
junior
Fisher Hall
“Saxophone.”

Elisa Rantanen
senior
Ryan Hall
“Something in color.”

Jimmy Encomendero
graduate student
off campus
“Giraffe.”

THE NEXT FIVE DAYS:
Want your event included here?
Email obsnews.nd@gmail.com

Wednesday
Alice Sebold Reading and Book Signing
LaFortune Ballroom
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Meet the author.

Meet Mayor Pete Buttigieg
Coleman-Morse Center
7:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Discussion of the future of South Bend.

Thursday
Zen Meditation
Coleman-Morse
5:15 p.m.-6:15 p.m.
Sitting and walking meditation.

Student Film Festival
DeBartolo Performing Arts Center
6:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
See films produced by Notre Dame students.

Friday
Student Film Festival
DeBartolo Performing Arts Center
6:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
See student films.

Men’s Hockey
Compton Family Ice Arena
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Game vs. Ferris State

Saturday
Women’s Basketball
Joyce Center
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Game vs. Providence

Sunday
Film: Newsies (1994)
DeBartolo Performing Arts Center
2:00 p.m.-4:05 p.m.
Inspired hit musical.

Vespers Concert
Basics of the Sacred Heart
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Catholic Mass.
Donnelly cast his ballot in favor of the legislation that next day.

Hundreds of thousands congregated on the National Mall on Monday to watch President Barack Obama swear his oath of office and begin a second term as America’s commander in chief. Now, as the tourists leave, those who work in and around the federal government remain to walk the halls of the White House, the floors of the House and Senate and the streets of the nation’s capital.

Among them are a number of Notre Dame graduates who have chosen to pursue careers in public service at the federal level. Their presence in the capital and government is one that reflects the call of a Notre Dame degree—a call to devote one’s life to serving others.

Donnelly began his career on Capitol Hill in 2006 in the House of Representatives. As he builds relationships with other legislators, he said there is a certain respect associated with his Notre Dame education.

“Primarily so much of what we do here is based on the relationship you have with one another,” Donnelly told The Observer in an interview. “When you work with other legislators, your word is your bond. So those are the kinds of things that when people look at you, they say, ‘Can I count on them to be great partners in this?’ Will they work hard to make sure it all works?” And Notre Dame teaches you all those things.

A government undergraduate and a law school graduate at Notre Dame, Donnelly lost his first race for the House in 2004. He was successful in 2006 and began his career in Washington, a city he said he had only visited a handful of times before on school trips with his children.

When Donnelly was a student at Notre Dame in 1976, Republican Sen. Dick Lugar was elected to his seat to represent Indiana. Thirty-six years later, Donnelly is succeeding Lugar, stepping into the senator’s high-contested seat as a Democrat.

“The reason I ran I was thought that by doing it, I could make a difference for our country, and that’s what we’re taught at Notre Dame, is to try to make a difference,” he said. “And that’s what I try to do.”

Donnelly began his term in the Senate as fiscal cliff negotiations rattled Capitol Hill. His background at Notre Dame has prepared him to again approach the country’s woes with his conscience, just as Hesburgh recommended to him years ago.

“In regard to the fiscal cliff issues, part of the approach I have is that we have a moral obligation to our children, to the grandchildren we may have someday, to the younger people in this country that we should not be permitted to burden you with debt that we’ve run up,” Donnelly said. “This is a moral issue. This is intergenerational theft if we don’t do this right.”

In the whirlwind of the new term, Donnelly is finally almost done with the process of setting up his office in the base ment of the Russell Senate Office Building. He joked that his office has always been a “way station” for Notre Dame students and graduates away from South Bend.

Among them is 2008 alumna Elizabeth Shappell, who was once a student body president and played flag football with Donnelly’s daughter. She now runs media communications for his office.

Shappell said the student interns and other workers that enter their office from Notre Dame bring a certain level of energy and leadership. They are often required to spend hours taking calls from the senator’s constitu ents, answering their questions and passing their needs to his staff.

“They bring not only a fantastic work ethic and a high intelligence level and the capacity to get work done in a very efficient way, but a great attitude and a high intelligence level that you know they’re in it for the right reasons,” she said.

These volunteers often move farther into politics and join the ranks of others from Notre Dame in government, Donnelly said. And those ranks include some important names. For example, graduates who were elected to the House in November — Democrat Peter Viscosi in Indiana and Republicans Peter King in New York, Michael Kelly and Keith Rothfus in Pennsylvania. 1993 graduate Rob Nabors works as White House director of legisla tive affairs and is Obama’s chief congressional liaison.

These names, the high-profile elected officials and government members, are not the only Notre Dame names in Washington. But they are the tip of a legacy Notre Dame is paving for itself among American leadership, bringing the values of one dome to another.

John Sturm has a firm handshake and a knack for storytelling. He should — he was the manager of the Notre Dame stu dent radio stations when he was an undergraduate in 1969 and a member of the Blue Circle Honors Society, a service club comprised of student leaders across campus.

Sturm has been in Washington for years and did work in govern ment as a lawyer for the Federal Communications Commission briefly after he graduated law school at Indiana University. But he spent the majority of his career with the Newspaper Association of America (NAA), serving as its president for 16 years and lob bying Congress on behalf of the newspaper industry until he retired in 2012.

He is now the associate vice president of federal and Washington relations at the University, a new position created this past summer. Sturm, a register ed lobbyist, represents Notre Dame’s interests in Washington and has been working with the government officials that the school is “so much more than Saturday afternoons.”

“The great thing about work ing with the government, around the government, is the chance to have an affect on public policy,” Sturm said. “The most important thing is to represent the interest of your client or your employer to the best of your ability.”

While he is not a politician by trade, Sturm “works the Hill” to help find grants and funding through for University research through the National Science Foundation, the Department of Defense and other agencies. He is also active on other higher education issues and policies in student aid, tax policies related to charitable deductions to the University and other legislative debates that affect Notre Dame.

“When you represent Notre Dame, it’s a marvelous oppor tunity to present to the elected officials what Notre Dame really stands for, the notion of doing good as well as providing a great education and great research ac tivities and efforts.”

Sturm said Hesburgh offered “a voice of moderation and good sense,” as well as an example for Notre Dame graduates who become involved in any kind of political or government work in Washington.

“The oldline was, ‘If Hesburgh is everywhere except Notre Dame,’” he said. “That’s not a criticism. It’s just that he was very busy here in Washington and a lot of other places around the world because he was … not only Notre Dame’s president but an ambassador for the Catholic faith, for the University, and the best known cleric there was in public service.”

“It’s thinking outwards instead of inwards,” he said.

Condoleezza Rice never want ed to be in politics. She wanted to be a pianist.

“I started my undergraduate years as a piano major but soon realized that I was good but not quite good enough for a concert career,” she told The Observer in an email interview. “I decided to change my major and wandered into a course at the University of Denver on international politi cals taught by Josef Korbel, who was [former Secretary of State] Madeleine Albright’s father. Through Dr. Korbel, I found my passion for the Soviet Union and my life’s work.”

When she graduated from Denver in 1974, Rice traveled to Notre Dame to pursue a graduate degree. Her experience in South Bend was key to cementing her growing love of international issues, she said.

“I decided to do my master’s degree at Notre Dame because the University had a very strong reputation in Soviet studies, eco nomics and international poli tics,” she said. “It was the perfect combination for me.”

Even for a woman who would later serve as a Secretary of State, the idea of settling in a new and unfamiliar place was daunting to Rice. “I landed very late at the air port and was frankly a little un nerved,” she said. “It was my first time away from home. Then, driving into campus, I saw the Golden Dome and, from that moment on, I knew that I was in the right place.”

As a student in the 1970s, Rice came to Notre Dame because the University began to integrate women into its campus. Female graduate students at the time lived in Lewis Hall with the Sisters of the Holy Cross — the dorm doubled as a convent and a residence hall.

“It also remember something rather silly,” she said. “The women’s dorms had laundry facilities in the basement. The men had their laundry picked up and done each week. At the time, I don’t remember wanting to comment on it but I certainly would have now.”

Despite the challenges of integra tion, Rice said the University made “rapid progress” toward successful coeducation.

“I’ve been particularly im pressed at the extraordinary success of women’s athletics — basketball, soccer and other sports,” Rice said. “I cheer loudly for both the sons and daughters
A resident of Morrissey Manor, Gastelum has led several sports beats including football, men’s basketball, baseball, and women’s soccer. “I’m humbled by this truly incredible opportunity to lead The Observer,” Gastelum said. “It’s exciting to take on this challenge and put my best effort into it.” Gastelum became Associate Sports Editor in the spring of 2012 and helped lead coverage of Notre Dame football’s run to the national championship. He has also covered Notre Dame men’s basketball and baseball.

“Andrew has done an exceptional job as a leader in the sports department, especially in working individually with writers to help them improve,” outgoing Editor-in-Chief Allan Joseph said. “I’ve really enjoyed working with Andrew for the past three years, and I’m excited to see how he uses his passion to take The Observer to new heights in the next year.”

“Mr. goals for our time before the marathon are to encourage dancer registration and expose the marathon to as many local corporate sponsors as possible,” Kraig said.

While there are numerous existing relationships with local businesses, Kraig said she hopes to both build on those in place and to draw in new businesses and corporate sponsors in the next few months.” Buffalo Wild Wings, one of the existing sponsors, will be sponsored. “We have a strong support system with our local corporate sponsors,” she said. “I would love to see our valued relationships continue to grow. I am excited to reach out to the new businesses and corporate sponsors.”

By CAILIN CROWE
News Writer

The Saint Mary’s Dance Marathon committee remains hard at work planning for the event, a student-led fundraiser benefitting the Riley Hospital for Children scheduled for March 23.

As the event nears, Liz Kraig, executive chair of corporate sponsorship, is focused on increasing participation and donations. “My goals for our time before the marathon are to encourage dancer registration and expose the marathon to as many local corporate sponsors as possible,” Kraig said.

While there are numerous existing relationships with local businesses, Kraig said she hopes to both build on those in place and to draw in new businesses and corporate sponsors.

SMC club prepares for fundraiser

Contact Charitha Isanaka at cisanaka@nd.edu

Fair

Contact Cailin Crowe at ccrowe01@saintmarys.edu

Kraig attributes the success of the fundraising to the efforts of her fellow planners. “I love being a part of the Dance Marathon team. It is fun to plan awareness and fundraising events,” she said. “Dance Marathon is unique in that it is a student-run organization that benefits something bigger than ourselves.” Getting out into the community and building relationships with sponsors and beneficiaries alike adds to the fulfillment, she said.

“Having the opportunity to visit Riley Hospital for Children and create relationships with local families and fellow Belles makes it one of my favorite organizations to be involved in at Saint Mary’s.”

Contact Charitha Isanaka at cisanaka@nd.edu

The fair will be held in Geddes Hall beginning at 6 p.m. Wednesday.
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Kathleen McChesney discussed the lessons she learned from her own experience and from mentors during her tenure with the FBI.

**FBI**

Continued from Page 1

“Everyone in the FBI is expected to be a leader at one time or another, even if you don’t have the formal title,” McChesney said. “The people we hire are mission-oriented, so it is very easy to get them to step up and volunteer for cases that might not be all that attractive.”

McChesney used two very well-known cases to highlight examples of exceptional leaders.

McChesney first referenced Special Investigator Bob Walsh’s handling of the infamous Unabomber case, when Harvard graduate Ted Kaczynski mailed bombs across the country in an increasingly sophisticated plot. “(Walsh) was a very innovative leader. He always believed the case was going to be solved even when others didn’t,” she said. “He continued to search outside the box and look for new resources and additional sources.”

McChesney recalls being contacted by Walsh while living in Los Angeles, when he requested her assistance on the case. While she was too busy with her own cases to dedicate resources away, what Walsh did next solidified his superior sense of initiative and captured McChesney’s attention.

“Bob brought everyone to San Francisco and had a specialist come to brief us on the latest news from the case,” McChesney said. “Because he took the time to inform us and get us involved, the next time he called me for resources he got them right away.”

In 1995, [Kaczynski] wrote a 35,000-word manifesto and sent it to the New York Times, threatening to continue mailing bombs if they failed to publish it,” McChesney said. “It was the FBI’s decision to ask the New York Times to publish it because we felt that, from a law enforcement standpoint, it was the best and smartest thing to do. It was a big risk for the Times but eventually ended the case. It was a long-term case so it was hard to maintain focus, but that’s the job of leader and that’s exactly what Bob did.”

While Walsh displayed leadership over a long period of time with his Unabomber case, the next case’s leader, Special Agent Sheila Horan, exhibited compusure under pressure following the bombing of the U.S. Embassy in Kenya and Tanzania.

Horan immediately deployed over 900 agents to Africa, the largest deployment of agency personnel up to that point.

McChesney said Horan’s team was quickly able to identify the bomb conspirators as four Al Qaida members. She attributed Horan’s success to her preparedness and established relationship network.

“It is very important to establish your liaison with people you think you’ll have to work with in crisis situations early on so you’ll know each other and trust each other,” McChesney said. “Sheila immediately began those relationships and was very respectful to people like the ambassador and president of Kenya.”

McChesney said Horan faced substantial challenges as not only an American, but a woman, operating on mission in the African nation.

“Sheila had to designate jobs having to do with health and safety, welfare, culture,” McChesney said. “She had to learn what things you could and could not do as a woman or foreigner in Africa, make sure everyone knew certain hand signals that would be insulting — there was a lot of training on the fly.”

Despite the stress and challenges of leadership, McChesney told the audience it was a gift she hoped many of its members would experience.

“When you find things you’re passionate about and somebody pays you to do that, that’s a great privilege, and I wish that for all of you,” she said.
Dear Notre Dame Administration:

It’s freezing.

In fact, it’s below freezing and that’s pretty much all I’ve heard in the past 24 hours. It doesn’t help the psyche to have wind whipping tiny flecks of ice into your face as I’m sure you understand because you may also find yourself walking through the wind tunnel that is South Quad.

We as a student body have been driven into floor-length parkas, face mask-style scarves and hats pulled down below our eyebrows. And it really isn’t pretty.

The only course of action is to declare tomorrow, Thursday, Jan. 24, a snow day.

Imagine the dangers that we students face each day as we traverse the arctic tundra on foot and in cars. Even if snow does not continue to accumulate in the next day, consider this gift your repayment for not relieving us of our academic duties Tuesday.

Senior making the voyage from such far off places as Irish Row saw their commute time nearly tripled from five minutes to 15.

Visibility was poor in the early morning as light flurries sprinkled across the white sky. The streets were unpaved as late as 10 a.m. and cars were in danger of sliding out into the intersection.

If that’s not enough, walking to class yesterday I almost twisted an ankle losing my footing. Would you want that on your conscience? What about the earache from being hit by a snowball? If that’s not enough, would you want the bump on your head? The cold I caught from being unprepared in the cold weather.

I feel like the student body would benefit from a long weekend spent preparing for the apparently present winter. Admittedly, we procrastinated. We should have expected this, particularly if we’ve been at this school for more than one year.

But if you recall, last year’s winter was so mild that we’ve lost our Midwestern edge. So instead of saying that we forgot to do our snow prep, let’s just call this an extension. Instead of walking across this admittedly beautiful snow-sprinkled campus, I would much rather be curled up on a couch reading one of the many new books I’ve purchased from Hammes Bookstore.

It would be the perfect opportunity for us to all recoup from the stresses of syllabus week and finally take the time to get our lives organized. I know the rest of the seniors would surely appreciate it.

I thank you greatly for considering my proposition and look forward to reading the email in which you cancel all of my classes for the day.

All the best,
Courtney Cox

Contact Courtney Cox at ccox@nd.edu

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

---

I am an American

Carter Boyd
God, Country, Notre Dame


Left vs. right. This particular election was the first presidential election I could place a vote in, like many other Notre Dame students. For this reason I paid special attention to the campaigns, the debates, the papers and the news’ commentaries leading up to the November election. When all the votes were in and counted, Obama prevailed in the popular and electoral vote, but just barely over a Romney ticket that held tight in there with the incumbent president almost 50-50.

Looking at a county-by-county map of the election, Romney dominated the map, which was largely red with blue spots near big city hubs. Nevertheless, President Obama renewed his title as Mr. President on Monday at the inauguration in Washington D.C. As an American, I hold a great esteem and respect for the leader of the free world, and acknowledge the blessing we have as a nation to be able to elect our own leaders.

I was not upset over the outcome of the election, even though I voted for Romney, but I was troubled by something more profound. After seeing the results of the election, I concluded both candidates were not the right choice for America. An election in which one candidate barely gets more than 50 percent of the popular vote hardly shows us which candidate the American people have decidedly chosen to lead them.

An election like the one in 2012 demonstrates how polarized our nation is today, a bad predicament. It is hard for good to come out of any situation where only half of the people are satisfied and the other half is dissatisfied. This is why America did not need Obama or Romney to be its president the next 4 years. We need someone better. We deserve someone better. We need a leader who will have the convincing support of America. For if we are not united, we will not stand. We don’t have to look far to see the bad effects of extreme polarization in our political system. Simply recall the recent debacle with the looming fiscal cliff towards the end of 2012.

Why are we so divided? Why has every election in recent memory come down to just a few votes? Part of the problem is our nation is separated into two main groups: Right and left, Democrat and Republican. Each group has its own ideas, precepts, beliefs and morals (or rather lack of morals).

Our first, and debatably best, president, George Washington, led our nation in some of our most difficult years when the nation was just forming after the Revolutionary War. Washington warned our new nation in one of his last speeches as president of the dangers of political parties forming in the United States.

Washington had begun to see the effects of the Federalist Party and the Democratic-Republican Party as well as the issue of having two large parties. He was fighting for control over the nation, sometimes blatantly disregarding the demands of the American people. It seems like over 200 years ago, our first president cautioned us of the very issue that currently plagues our political system.

Is it possible for our nation this far into its history to get rid of these abominable political parties that repres...
Shooting down bad arguments

Adam Newman
Elephant in the Room

Every time America experiences a mass shooting, conservatives flock to the airwaves and re-use the same old arguments against gun controls. Hopefully, I can shed some light on old arguments against gun controls.

I. Fewer mass shootings would occur if more people were armed.

The belief that having “good people” armed can prevent mass shootings has not proven true in the past. There were armed guards at Columbine (13 killed and 21 injured), Virginia Tech had its own police department (32 killed and 17 injured) and Fort Hood is a military base (13 killed and 29 injured). Moreover, shootings create panic, and it may thus be difficult to for authorities to differentiate “good guys” and “bad guys,” creating an unnecessary chaos that could lead to more injuries and deaths.

II. There are many other factors that lead to gun violence, such as the prevalence of mental illness.

According to the OECD, roughly the same proportion of Europeans suffers from a mental illness as Americans, suggesting homicides by firearm would be somewhat similar. However, America has four times as many deaths by firearm per 100,000 people, 3.2 times as the next highest developed country, Switzerland (0.8). Other notable European countries are much lower than this. Given the numbers, this difference cannot be explained merely by the prevalence of mental illness, but it can be explained by the prevalence of guns: America has nearly twice as many guns per 100 people (88) as the next highest developed country (46).

III. Most mass shootings occur with guns purchased illegally.

Mother Jones magazine recently compiled a list of the 61 mass shootings — shootings when four or more people are killed — since 1982. They found that the guns were purchased legally in 49 of the shootings.

IV. If someone is crazy, they will still try to hurt people regardless if they have a gun.

Can you imagine a politician saying “Al-Qaeda is a major threat to America, but these people will do anything to kill Americans, so as a result it is not really worth trying to stop them because they will always find some way”? Of course not. Strangely, this argument has become acceptable when discussing gun deaths, as many people reason, “If someone is determined to kill all those people, no barrier will stop them, therefore we should not impose gun regulations.” However, common sense gun controls can make it harder for people who should not own weapons, such as the mentally ill and criminals, limit the number of rounds a gun can get off, limit the number of guns purchased at a time and limit the type of gun one can buy. All can be used to deter shootings, or limit the number of fatalities in a shooting if one occurs.

V. Guns are by far the most common weapons used in homicides.

Department of Justice data reveals that between 1976 and 2005, approximately 64 percent of homicides were due to guns. Between 1973 and 2005, guns were responsible for 92 percent of law enforcement officers killed. There are many objects, like a baseball bat to kill. Should we outlaw baseball bats?

VI. If someone is crazy, they will still buy a gun.

Can you imagine a politician saying “If people are crazy, they will still buy a gun.” Of course not. However, common sense gun controls can make it harder for people who should not own weapons, such as the mentally ill and criminals, limit the number of rounds a gun can get off, limit the number of guns purchased at a time and limit the type of gun one can buy. All can be used to deter shootings, or limit the number of fatalities in a shooting if one occurs.

VII. Public opinion is against gun controls.

Indeed, over time polling has shown that people are against more gun controls. According to Gallup in 1990, 19 percent of people wanted less strict gun laws or laws to be kept the same while 78 percent of people wanted stricter laws. In 2010, Gallup found 54 percent of people wanted less strict gun laws or laws to be kept the same and 45 percent wanted laws to be stricter. However, when asked about specific gun controls, people tend to favor them. A CNN poll conducted in August found 96 percent of people believe a background check should be used when someone buys a gun, 57 percent support a ban on the manufacture, sale and possession of semi-automatic assault guns and 60 percent support a ban on the sale and possession of equipment known as high-capacity or extended ammunition clips.

These are just some of the responses to common anti-gun control arguments. Sadly, gun rights advocates too often ignore wisdom and data and cling to ideology and preconceived notions when discussing gun policy, making it almost impossible to curb the high number of mass and solo shootings that plague this country.

Adam Newman is a senior finance major. He can be reached at anewman3@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Too late for hockey seating complaints

I am a graduate student and a hockey fanatic, and have been to nearly every single Irish home game over the past several seasons. I wholeheartedly agree Notre Dame students need to form a great student section; the team is more than deserving of it. Here’s the problem: You guys don’t show up.

At nearly every single game, other than the marquee games, the student section is nearly empty; rows upon rows with one or two people in them. It’s a pathetic lack of support for a team that has made a name for Notre Dame in elite college hockey, and looks terrible to viewers watching the games on television. You write in and give excuse after excuse for reasons why you can’t go. “It’s a football weekend!” There are zero home games on football Saturdays. Why not use some of your enthusiasm for the football game to cheer on your hockey team the night before or the day after?

The general public is clamoring for those tickets. A lot of the games have been sold out for months, with people willing to pay over face value so they can get in to see this team play. All the while, more than half of the student section is completely empty. So now, when the University decides to sell some of those seats to people who really want to be there to support the team, the stars finally align for you to decide to go to a game and you throw a fit because someone else is in the seat you want?

If you want to build a great student section, get your friends together and get out there every weekend. The team is in a rough patch and could use the lift right now. Get to the games when the doors open and stake out a seat, or better yet, buy season tickets and you’ll never have to worry about getting in again. You were about three and a half months late this time.

Alanna Sedgwick
Graduate student
Off-campus
The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Contact Megan Doyle at mdoyle11@nd.edu
First there was the moving printing press. Then there was the telephone, the internet and then texting. But nothing has quite revolutionized the way we communicate as Snapchat has, the smartphone app that allows users to send a picture message to a friend for a designated amount of time (up to 10 seconds). After that time period, the picture disappears forever. Ostensibly created for men like Anthony Weiner, Snapchat has taken the world, including Notre Dame’s campus, by storm. It is impossible to go a day without walking around campus and seeing someone puckering up to take a selfie, which you know inevitably will be sent as a Snapchat.

But not all Snapchats are created equal. I have become increasingly frustrated with friends who do not follow proper (if unwritten) Snapchat etiquette. The following is a list of guidelines to ensure that you Snapchat like a champion today.

Time is of the essence

Snapchat is called “Snapchat” for a reason. Nothing peeves me more than receiving a 10-second Snapchat with one of my friends. It’s the iPhone equivalent of trying to read “War and Peace” in one sitting. I just don’t have that type of attention span to look at the same image on a screen for a full 10 seconds. If I wanted to see your ugly mug for more than six seconds, I would go onto Facebook and look at your photos from high school. Keep it short and sweet, and never send a Snapchat that lasts more than six seconds. It’s the appropriate amount of time that I can register on my iPhone screen what I am seeing, but not too long that I get bored.

The more chins, the better

Face it: you aren’t the second coming of Cindy Crawford. The purpose of a picture message that disappears just second after the receiver views it is to look as ugly as possible. We know you are beautiful in real life, just have a sense of humor about it and pretend like you fell off the ugly tree and hit a couple of branches hard on the way down. Don’t try to look hot. If you need to play visual tricks and look better than you actually are, use Instagram. Otherwise, pucker up and make that disgusting face.

You’re not the next Van Gogh

After the classic 10-second Snapchat, my next biggest beef with the app is when people start utilizing the pen tool and scribbling all over the picture they just took of themselves. Throw in the inevitable text message in the Snapchat and you have visual overload. When you start drawing on your Snapchat, you look like an over-cafeinated preschooler, not the second coming of Michelangelo. Stick to the classic Snapchat format of ugly picture and simple text, and you have a winning combination.

Send a message

I hate when someone just sends me a picture of just them making a funny face. Like, I know there is a reason that you appear constipated, but work with me here. That is why the text you include in your Snapchat is so crucial. Things that are important in a Snapchat text are wit and brevity. Get short and to the point, and make me laugh. This isn’t John Adams and Thomas Jefferson communicating about the state of the nation, you don’t have to be serious. I want to know about how grossly full you feel after eating a big meal or you dressed in sweatpants commenting on your Netflix situation for the evening. Grammar doesn’t matter. In fact, mistakes are encouraged. For instance, if you send me a photo of yourself in a gray hoodie eating a massive bowl of ice cream, an appropriate message would be “Fattie 4 Lyfe!!!” It shows that you have a sense of humor and don’t take your impending obesity seriously.

This isn’t texting

Don’t go asking me serious, life-altering questions like “Going out tonight?” in your Snapchat, because I’m not going to respond. Texting is the appropriate method to communicate about important information. Snapchat is its flirty cousin. Frankly, it takes too much time and effort to consider your question, take an appropriate picture, draft a response and send it to you. Just text me.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer. Contact Sam Stryker at sstryke1@nd.edu.
The New England Patriots need to be more like their wives.

After a 28-13 loss to the Ravens in the AFC Championship, it has been eight years since the supposed dynasty of the Northeast has won a Super Bowl. Relative to other teams, this may not seem like a big deal, but when winning is your repertoire, people start to get lofty expectations and take notice of your absence at the end of the year.

Don't get me wrong, I despise the Patriots as much as the next guy who hates winning teams. It is just odd the Patriots have become so un-clutch (I understand the Pats made it to the AFC Championship, an impressive feat, but they haven't looked to be the same team lately).

At home, quarterback Tom Brady was 67-0 in games when he led at the half, and coach Bill Belichick was 72-2, including a 71-0 streak, in games when he led at half. The Patriots went into halftime leading 13-7, but the Ravens did not care about the statistics, and the Patriots didn't seem to care about anything in the second half.

New England's performance was sloppy in the second half, characterized by three turnovers, a non-existent run game and inaccurate throws. When the ball was thrown well, there were more drops than a bad dubstep song. Brady went 29-for-54 with 233 yards, including a 71-0 streak, in games when he led at half. The Ravens went into halftime leading 13-7, but the Ravens did not care about the statistics, and the Patriots didn't seem to care about anything in the second half.
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Sacramento plans to keep Kings

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Sacramento Mayor Kevin Johnson had a stern warning for Seattle SuperSonics fans who are excited about the prospect of the NBA returning to the Puget Sound next season.

“Don’t celebrate too early,” he said.

In front of a cheering City Hall crowd filled with fans and public officials Tuesday, Johnson introduced the first part of his four-step plan to keep the Sacramento Kings in California’s capital city.

The three-time NBA All-Star turned mayor unveiled 20 local investors who have pledged at least $1 million each to be part of a group that would buy the franchise. Johnson said the major partner he hopes will anchor the last-ditch deal to keep the Kings from moving to Seattle will be revealed as soon as this week.

“We’ve been here before,” Johnson said. “Our backs have been against the wall. They told us it wasn’t going to happen. But each and every step along the way, as long as there is time on the clock, our community always finds a way to stand up for itself.”

Unlike the last two years, Sacramento is up against a group that already has signed agreements to acquire the Kings and build a new arena for the franchise.

The mayor’s announcement came a day after the Maloof family announced a deal to sell the Kings to a Seattle group that includes investor Chris Hansen and Microsoft Chief Executive Steve Ballmer. The signed purchase agreement is still pending a vote by the NBA Board of Governors.

The group will buy 65 percent of the franchise, which has a total valuation of $525 million, and move the team to Seattle and restore the SuperSonics name, a person familiar with the decision has said. That means the group will pay a little more than $340 million.

The person spoke to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because the deal is waiting to be approved.

Hansen’s group also is hoping to buy out other minority investors.

The main stipulation Johnson is counting on is that the Maloofs are still allowed to receive other offers until the league approves the sale, which the mayor expects to take until at least April, when owners meet in New York. The deadline for teams to file for relocation for next season is March 1, though that has been extended the last two years for the Kings.

Johnson said he has spoken with more than one heavy-hitting investor to back the plan and produce a “fair and competitive offer” to the NBA. He also said prominent Sacramento-area lawyers have offered to work pro bono for the city’s cause.

“I just say to the fans in Seattle: Be cautiously optimistic. Be smart. But this isn’t about our city against their city, or one mayor against another mayor,” Johnson said.

“We have something that’s ours and we want to keep it, and we’re going to do everything we can to make Sacramento the final resting place of the Sacramento Kings.”

The final three phases of the mayor’s “Playing to Win” plan are finding the major financier to compete with the Seattle group’s offer, demonstrating the city’s commitment to a new downtown arena and showing the strength of the Sacramento market. None of those crucial pieces have been announced.
finished 19-14, but her real success came in doubles with Kellner. Together, Kellner and McGaffigan went 28-8, the best doubles record for the Irish in 2012, and advanced to the second round of the NCAA tournament. McGaffigan has also been named to the Big East Academic All-Star Team three years in a row.

Overall, however, McGaffigan said her greatest accomplishment is the development in the type of player she has become.

“The coaches have really helped me adapt to college tennis,” McGaffigan said. “I think now they’ve helped me with my game so that I can adapt to whoever I’m playing and if one thing isn’t working I can turn to another strategy.”

When the season ends, so will McGaffigan’s competitive career, as she pursues a career in marketing. However, McGaffigan said tennis will always play a part in her life.

“My entire family plays tennis, as well,” McGaffigan said. “When we get together we all definitely make it out to the courts to have a little fun out there.”

Until her career as a college tennis player is over, McGaffigan said she is still focused on this season and on leading her team to the Final Four. McGaffigan and the Irish are next in action Saturday when they face Georgia Tech in Lincoln, Neb., at 3 p.m.

Contact Katie Heit at kheit@nd.edu

SFC BASKETBALL

Belles train for Adrian

By KIT LOUGHRAN
Sports Writer

Coming off a tough 87-63 loss to Olivet last Saturday, Saint Mary’s looks to regain its footing with a win against Adrian on Wednesday night.

The Belles (5-13, 3-6 MIAA) fell behind quickly after an initial lead in the first half against the Comets (12-6, 7-2), who took the reins of the game with three consecutive three-pointers. Despite their efforts to gain a lead, the Belles could not find a way to dig themselves out of the hole. Saint Mary’s coach Jennifer Henley said the team can learn a lot from this loss and has room for improvement.

“I am disappointed with our lack of rebounding against Olivet,” Henley said. “I thought our rebounding effort was lacking.”

Despite the loss and disappointment in rebounding, several individual members of the Belles squad did experience great success on the court. Junior forward Katherine Wabler earned career-high marks with 13 points, four steals and six rebounds. Freshman forward Krista Knapek scored 13 points, while junior guard Shanlynn Bias and freshman guard Bernadette Jordan added eight points each for the Belles.

Even with two straight losses, Saint Mary’s is fully prepared mentally and physically to take on Adrian (4-13, 3-6), Henley said.

“We’re still the same team despite who we are playing,” Henley said. “We still prepare the same way.”

Adrian enters the game against Saint Mary’s coming off a loss, as well. The Bulldogs lost 67-58 to Albion (5-12, 3-6) this past Saturday. Despite a similar record, Henley said records never really tell the story of a team.

“You can’t take anyone for granted,” Henley said. “We still prepare the same way despite who we are playing.”

The Belles still look to maintain their heavily defensive-based strategy against the Bulldogs. Henley said.

Saint Mary’s will play Adrian on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Angela Athletic Facility.

Contact Kit Loughran at kloughr1@nd.edu

Irish senior Chrissie McGaffigan returns the ball during Notre Dame’s 7-0 victory over Bowling Green on Saturday. McGaffigan is the only senior for the Irish in the 2013 season.
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Sophomore guard Madison Cable will rely on this veteran leadership today, as she returns to familiar territory. McGraw said the Mt. Lebanon, Pa., native will have to control her excitement during the homecoming.

"Girls handle it differently ways," McGraw said of playing in front of hometown fans. "Sometimes, you go to the hometown, and they’re so anxious that they don’t play as well. She’s going to have a lot of people there watching her for the first time playing in front of the home crowd. She’s been playing really well, practicing really well, and I think that’s the key; just do what you do in practice, and you’ll be fine."

Among other things, Cable and her teammates have been practicing offensive schemes for situations late in the shot clock.

“We worked the last two days on what our plan is for the late shot clock, and I think it worked pretty well,” McGraw said. “I’m happy with it, and I’m anxious to see us execute it in the game.”

The Irish will have a chance to showcase some of the new offense beginning at 7 p.m. tonight against the Panthers in the Petersen Events Center in Pittsburgh.

Contact Cory Bernard at cbernard@nd.edu
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Irish prepare for Panther play

Notre Dame aims to add to its record 10 straight conference road wins

By CORY BERNARD
Sports Writer

No. 2 Notre Dame has won a school-record 10 consecutive road games in Big East regular season play, and they hope to make it 11 tonight at Pittsburgh.

The Irish (16-1, 5-0 Big East) last dropped a conference road game on Feb. 28, 2011, in a heartbreaker to DePaul, 70-69. In order to continue the streak, they must beat an inexperienced Panthers squad who has yet to record a win in the Big East this season. Despite the obvious discrepancies in records, Irish coach Muffet McGraw said Pittsburgh (9-8, 0-4) will present Notre Dame with another test.

“Well, it’s a very young team,” she said. “They don’t have any seniors on their team, and they’re getting better. They’re much improved from last year and playing at home, where they’re going to be a lot more comfortable.”

Junior guard-forward Asia McGaugan leads the Panthers in both points (15.5) and rebounds (7.5) per game. McGraw said the 6-foot McGaugan will challenge Notre Dame’s interior defense.

“She’s really playing well,” McGraw said. “She’s a really aggressive post player. She can score in a lot of different ways away from the basket. I think she’s a challenge for a post to guard because she’s not your typical post player.”

Notre Dame cannot rely upon the energy of a home crowd as the Panthers will, but according to McGraw, the more experienced Irish do not need friendly confines to see Panthers PAGE 14

Wildcats snatch victory

By MEGAN FINNERAN
Sports Writer

No. 30 Notre Dame faced its toughest competition up to this point in the season Tuesday night when it played No. 37 Northwestern. The undefeated Wildcats (5-0) beat the Irish 4-3 in a close match. The loss marked the first for the Irish (2-1) in dual meet play, following two 7-0 sweeps Saturday against Marquette and Western Illinois.

“We knew [Northwestern] was a good team and would fight hard and they delivered,” senior Blas Moro said.

Northwestern took the first point of the night in doubles play. The Irish pair of junior Billy Pecor and freshman Alex Lawson in the No. 2 slot lost 8-5 to Northwestern senior Sidarth Balaji and junior Raleigh Smith. In the No. 3 slot, Irish juniors Ryan Bandy and Matt Dooley were overpowered by Northwestern sophomore Alex Pasareanu and freshman Mihir Kumar to finalize the first point for the Wildcat squad.

In the No. 1 slot, Notre Dame junior Greg Andrews and senior Spencer Talmadge were trailing 7-6 to senior Spencer Wolf and freshman Fedor Baer, but the match did not finish before the Irish sophomores Wyatt McCoy returns the ball during Notre Dame’s 7-0 victory over Western Illinois on Saturday.